
GYM Flooring



Life-Cycle
Assessment

BUILDING PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
· Easy to maintain—no wax for life
· Life expectancy of more than �� years

use for maintenance 
· Over ��% reduction of water and detergert �

�
���%

recyclable

RECYCLABILITY
· Made from ��% recycled content
· ���% manufacturing waste recycled

BEST INDOOR AIR QUALITY
· FloorScore certified
· Very low VOC emissions—less than ��� µg/m³
· ���% allergen-free�

PRODUCT DECLARATION TRANSPARENCY
· ���% REACH compliant
· ���% FREE from heavy metals
· ���% FREE from solvents
· ���% FREE from formaldehyde

REACH
COMPLIANT�

About TRIOFIT Gym Flooring



Why TRIOFIT Gym Flooring?

GF tech

Glaze+, TRIOFLOR' s patent surface treatment,solved the shoes 
mark problem, making the flooring easy to clean and maintain，
largely reduced the maintena nce cost.

The strong glass fibre mesh is uniformly laid in the inter-layer of 
the flooring, it strengthens the flooring dimension stability and 
prevents the flooring shrinkage.

The reinforced unwoven polyester mesh,matched the super 
tenacity unwoven glass fiber layer, makes the flooring very 
stable on size, and the size changing rate under �.�%, no 
shrinking.

�
The low foaming rate of �.�-�.�, make the flooring with best 
shock。bsorption，which is much higher than other brands
based on same thickness.

TECHNICAL 
SOLUTIONS

Easy clean

 No odor

Colourful

Easy 
installation

Concentration on 
gym flooring

 Creat more healthy fitness 
environment for you.

 Creat more healthy fitness 
environment for you.

Save time on 
installation, gain 
time for exercise.

Provide you with more 
passionate training 

spaces.

Innovated by the 
MarkFree & Glaze+ 
surface treatment. 

TRIOFIT

safety

Triofit
GYM Flooring
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How to choose Gym Flooring?

Triofit-Power 

 Triofit-Flex
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Cardio zone

Welcome zone

Group exerciser zone

Spinning zone

Yoga zone

Weight zone

Changing room

Free weight zone

Functional training zone

Triofit-Matrix

Triofit-Uni

��
� Triofit-Uni X

Triofit is the one-stop flooring solution for gym, it customized the flooring for different areas of 
gym according to the different sport properties requirements, you could choose different flooring 
materials for your gym. 



YY-209

YY-202

YY-215

YY-221

YY-212

YY-218

YY-201

YY-208

YY-214

YY-220

YY-211

YY-217 YY-219

YY-210

YY-216

YY-203

YY-213

YY-222

Products

Triofit-Uni

Triofit-UniX

Model

YY-20

YY-20

Length

20m

20m

Width

2m

2m

Thickness

2.0mm

7.7mm

Wear Layer

-

-

Trio-Uni is made of high-quality natural rubber and synthetic 
rubber, with super strength.
abrasion resistance and indentation resistance, suitable for 
areas with heavy traffic or heavy equipment. With rich colors, 
suitable for various decoration styles.

Trio-UniX adds a foam layer on the basis of Trio-Uni, which 
has super wear resistance.
At the same time, it has better cushioning properties, and the 
foam cushioning and shock absorption. And the ground 
foundation has better protection. Rich colors, suitable for 
various decoration styles of the gym. 

Triofit-Uni

Application

Cardio zoneWelcome zone

Application

Group exerciser zone Yoga zone

Triofit-Uni

Triofit-Uni X

Characteristic: no indentation, easy to clean

Characteristic: Colorful, no odour, easy to clean 



products

Trio-Matrix

Model  

SJ

Length

customized 

Width

1.8m

Thickness

4.5mm

Wear Layer

0.6mm

Triofit-Matrix

It is a product that makes the ground have regional cognitive 

functions. The pattern can be customized, use �D printing 

technology to print the designed pattern on the floor, and 

then apply a layer of film on the surface of the floor, the color 

will not fall off. It makes the users in each training Cultivate 

more creativity and fun in the practice class.

Body equipment training can completely change your gym 

and enhance the overall value of the brand. Foam Cushioning 

and shock absorption will protect the joint and reduce the 

risk of injury, ensuring the comfort and protective. It 

completes the popular functional training, physical training 

and small team training.

Functional training zone
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2
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4
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Easy to clean and maintain, 100% transparent PVC wear layer with 

PUR surface treatment.

Various of design to be customized,High definition printing layer

Excellent dimensional stability,high strength fiber-glass mesh 

anti-shrink layer

Comfortable and safe,high-density closed-cell foam elastic layer

Water-proof and anti-movement with scientific bottom with 

hexagonal backing design

Application

Triofit-Matrix

Characteristic: clear design, no color fading, design customized



Trio-Power 

products

Triofit-Power 

Model

LL-20

Length

0.5m

Width

0.5m

Thickness

20mm

Wear Layer

---

Trio-Power is made of natural rubber particles and synthetic 

rubber, with a long service life

Long, easy to install, environmentally friendly and 

pollution-free. It has excellent resistance to compression and 

impact, and it has a good protective effect on the ground 

foundation. Applicable to the gym free weight zone.

LL-201 LL-202 LL-203

LL-204 LL-205 LL-206

LL-207 LL-208 LL-209

LL-210

Triofit-Power
Recommended area

Application

Characteristic: sound absorption, 
indentation resistance, impact resistance



 Triofit-Flex

The foam layer of the Trio-Flex series products has better 

cushioning and will protect the joints from lowering. The risk 

of injury ensures the comfort and protection of each training 

session. Suitable for group exercises, yoga and easy-to-fall 

fitness items, with rich colors, are suitable for various 

decoration styles.

���� Pink

����Orange

���� Dark red

���� Dark blue

���� Green

����Olive grey

���� Ocean blue

���� Light grey

���� Light blue

1
2

3

4
5

Application

Group exerciser zone Yoga zone

products

 Triofit-Flex

Model

TC

Length

15m

Width

1.8m

Thickness

8.0mm

Wear Layer

0.8mm

���� Maple

���� Grey Oak ���� Wanut

���� Blue wood���� Oak

Characteristic: Colorful, no odour, easy to clean 



TECHNICAL DATA APPLICATION 

 APPLICATION 

PRODUCTS
Triofit-Power 

Triofit-Power 
 Triofit-Flex

 Triofit-Flex
Triofit-Matrix

Triofit-Matrix
Triofit-Uni

Triofit-Uni
Triofit-Uni X

Triofit-Uni X

Cardio zone

Welcome  zone

Group exerciser zone

Spinning zone

Yoga zone

Weight zone

Changing room

Free weight zone

Functional training zone
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